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The Russian Federation and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the world's leading oil exporters, were rocked by the collapse of oil prices in 2014. They both initially responded by trying to retain their positions on key export markets. But by December 2016, they had reached an agreement to coordinate production cuts with the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) in hopes of restoring balance to the market. This year has seen both countries state their intentions to form a longer-term partnership and to continue coordination into the future, sparking concern that the two have formed a political entente of sorts. However, a close consideration of the context in which the two states agreed to cooperate suggests it is markets, not politics, that drive cooperation.

Rising shale production in the United States, political risks to oil markets created by sanctions on oil production in Russia, Iran, and possibly Venezuela and differing political interests in the Middle East suggest that energy cooperation is not, at its root, political. Even if Russia continues to coordinate production with OPEC in the longer term, this so-called OPEC+ will likely face the same market challenges that OPEC has faced since the 1980s, with shifts in price, demand, and non-OPEC+ production affecting the market. Oil prices are likely to remain volatile, creating a boom-and-bust cycle for oil markets and Russia-Saudi ties.
The Domestic Roots of the Russia-Saudi Agreement on Production

The Russian Federation’s outreach to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has earned considerable interest, particularly as Russia steadily increased its diplomatic, military, and economic engagement with the Middle East. As noted by Dmitri Trenin, the “drivers of the Kremlin’s policies in the Middle East are geopolitical.”¹ It is often assumed that an emergent oil entente between two of the world’s top three hydrocarbon producers is also geopolitical, particularly given U.S. interests.

But the doomsday political scenario²—an Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries+ (OPEC+) including Russia that controls the oil market—mistakes economic circumstance for grand strategy. Russia and Saudi Arabia may make political overtures when convenient, but their cooperation is dependent on broader market conditions neither can control. While cooperation may serve political ends for both states, political cooperation regarding oil production is most likely to follow the boom-and-bust cycle of the oil market as the countries’ firms continue to compete.

In 2014, oil prices tumbled from around $110 per barrel in January to under $60³ by the end of December. Markets destabilized along with budgets and production outlooks. Supply and demand dynamics triggered the rapid drop⁴ in prices. The U.S. added 3.5 million barrels per day³ of production thanks to tight oil, more commonly called shale,⁶ between 2008 and 2014. Rising U.S. production outpaced rising demand, which further slowed down in 2014-2015, falling hundreds of thousands of barrels per day⁷ short of initial projections from the International Energy Agency (IEA). This coincided with increases in production
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⁶ Oil produced from petroleum-bearing formations with low permeability such as the Eagle Ford, the Bakken, and other formations that must be hydraulically fractured to produce oil at commercial rates. Shale oil is a subset of tight oil.
Long-term trends were also at issue. Demand was not just short for 2014. It was trending lower than expected for the foreseeable future, pushing down price predictions. Russian and Saudi budgets and policies had to adjust.

Saudi Arabia was projected to balance its budget for the first time since 2005 in 2014, with an estimated 90% of revenues coming from oil assuming Brent crude traded at $71 for the year. Russia assumed that Brent crude would trade at $100 per barrel for its 2014 budget and the initial 2015 budget. Oil and gas revenues account for roughly 30% of Russia’s consolidated budget, and the figure ticks slightly higher because taxes on corporate profits in the sector are not labeled oil and gas revenues. Russia’s dollar earnings are vital to help finance firms’ foreign debt, so the comparative percentage for spending doesn’t quite capture the importance of revenues.

In Saudi Arabia’s case, the price collapse forced the adoption of a less optimistic $60 per barrel baseline. Though its budget was much more heavily exposed to price fluctuations than Russia’s, Saudi Arabia had nearly $780 billion

in foreign reserves\textsuperscript{14} as of April 2015. Oil and mineral fuels account for nearly 80\% of the Kingdom’s exports, meaning its economy was more effectively dollarized than Russia’s. The Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA) could easily distribute these dollars into the banking system,\textsuperscript{15} though maintaining the riyal’s dollar peg was costly.

Saudi Arabia had reduced its domestic debt to 1.4\% of gross domestic product (GDP), accumulated a large number of assets abroad, and retained a large borrowing capacity.\textsuperscript{16} Capital flight was an issue,\textsuperscript{17} and the Kingdom could not feasibly abandon the riyal’s peg to the dollar because of how dependent it was on imports for its oil sector.\textsuperscript{18} These imports are largely priced in dollars, and any devaluation would have likely prompted further capital flight and a loss of investor confidence.

Though the budget deficit climbed to $67.2 billion by early 2015, the Kingdom was willing to offer financial bonuses to the population to buy support and stimulate consumption.\textsuperscript{19} Currency reserves could not last forever, however. Riyadh had spent over a third of its reserves by November 2017\textsuperscript{20}—clearly an unsustainable pace—and had financed much of its growing budget deficit by using its foreign assets.\textsuperscript{21} Clearly, the riyal’s dollar peg couldn’t be maintained forever at high rates of spending currency reserves.\textsuperscript{22}

Russia was also straining. Lower oil prices put pressure on the ruble since oil accounted for about 50\% of the value\textsuperscript{23} of Russia’s exports and lowered natural gas prices, reducing the supply of dollars for Russia’s economy. Capital outflows more than doubled in 2014 to $151.5 billion\textsuperscript{24} from sanctions post-Crimea and Donbas, causing a depreciation of the value of the ruble.

The Central Bank had spent $70 billion in foreign currency reserves by the beginning

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{21} \textit{Saudi Arabia’s 2015 Fiscal Budget}. Jadwa Investment, 2014, 1-13
\end{itemize}
of November, $29 billion in October alone. The $87 billion National Welfare Fund, one of the two created by Alexei Kudrin using oil and gas revenues, was tapped to invest into infrastructure due to the effects of capital flight and sanctions risks on investment. Financial sanctions in particular also bit as they significantly hindered the ability of state firms and banks to borrow from the West, leading to a financial crisis by December 2014. Firms now under financial sanctions also owed as much as $130 billion in foreign loan payments. Only the Central Bank could provide the currency needed to cover debts, and it needed to tap into the $400 billion in reserves available at the end of 2014.

The structure of Russia's currency reserves proved a problem. The Central Bank included currency reserves held in the National Welfare Fund and its sister Reserve Fund, both of which were tapped for spending needs; some was held in gold, and much of the foreign exchange reserves were needed to cover short-term debts. Defending the currency was becoming too costly.

Through a combination of informal capital controls, the Central Bank's decision to let the ruble float, and its choice to raise interest rates 6.5 points to 17.5%, Russia was ultimately able to ride out the worst of the financial effects of the oil price collapse and sanctions. The economy went into recession, wages fell, inflation ran high, and spending had to be cut to bring the deficit down.

Memories of the 1998 default and concerns that foreign powers might use debt as a policy instrument—a prescient concern given more recent talk in Washington about sanctioning sovereign debt—meant Russia refused to issue debt to finance budget deficits despite maintaining a low debt-to-GDP ratio.

Spending was slashed. State expenditures stood at 18.4 trillion rubles in 2014 and declined to 16.7 trillion rubles in 2015. The 2016 figure declined slightly further to 16.4 trillion rubles, and further cuts were needed to avoid adding much to the national debt. By the end of 2015, higher prices were needed to restock currency reserves used for various domestic policy ends.

33 Koptyubenko, Dmitri, Elena Malsheva, Yana Milyukova, and Aleksandr Bikbov. "В бюджете 2016-2018 обнаружилась дыра в 1.5 трлн рублей [In the 2016-2018 budget, a hole of 1.5 trillion ruble was found]." RBK. April 13, 2015. Accessed July 3, 2018. https://www.rbc.ru/economics/13/04/2015/552b908a97947529a0f801.
This initial period was marked by market competition between Russia and Saudi Arabia. Prices fell off a cliff in late November 2014 when Saudi Arabia blocked a potential OPEC production cut. Riyadh then raised production to lower prices, hoping to freeze investments into more expensive oil reserves. Russia's Arctic investments and shale projects were affected. The principle aim of the strategy was to seize as great a share of the market as possible.

Saudi Arabia's concerns about revenues—aided by higher prices—still came first, but it wagered it should inflict short-term pain since it could not stop other producers from trying to increase production. Breakeven prices—the point at which production from an oilfield breaks even financially after adding up all costs—vary country-by-country and field-by-field. National tax regimes and spending obligations related to how oil revenues are collected also affect breakevens. Comparisons are imperfect due to exchange rates, but Saudi Arabia has lower costs than Russia or U.S. shale producers.

Lower prices would then interrupt investment elsewhere. Deloitte estimated that the industry as a whole needed $2.7 trillion of investments outside of the Middle East between 2016-2020 to ensure long-term sustainability. The investment cycle for an oilfield lasts decades. Extreme price volatility therefore stifles investments, particularly since as much as 80% of all spending goes into maintaining output at existing fields. Saudi Arabia's aim was to disrupt just enough investment to return firms' priorities to lower-cost fields, where Saudi Aramco maintains a competitive advantage.

Production increases starting in 2014 were led by the U.S. and Saudi Arabia, with Russian production rising more modestly. Russia's oil sector surprised Brussels and Washington. Sanctions on financial access to Western banks, the import of offshore and shale-relevant technologies and services, and lower prices all should have hindered production. But other factors allowed Russian firms to compensate in the short term.

Russia's companies invest domestically in rubles, but sell oil in dollars, which offsets some effects of lower prices and the ruble's devaluation. Improvements in horizontal drilling enabled increased output and lowered production costs. Overall, growth was achieved from existing fields, and the presence of "low hanging fruit" in the form of oilfields that remained developable despite a
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lack of external financing or technology.\textsuperscript{39}

Though Russia's oil sector proved resilient to sanctions, it wasn’t the primary reason why Saudi Arabia's response backfired. Going into 2016, the average marginal cost of production for the oil industry dropped, making extraction sustainable around a price of $60 per barrel for most producers.\textsuperscript{40} Production costs for U.S. tight oil dropped as well. By 3Q 2015, the U.S. Federal reserve estimated that tight oil producers could sustainably produce in the $50-75 range to break even on investments.\textsuperscript{41}

As U.S. tight oil producers’ costs dropped, the likelihood that Saudi Arabia could reduce investment into tight oil by raising production diminished. Russian firms had also managed to increase production because their relative costs in rubles had declined. Worse yet, lower price projections and lower demand did not affect expectations about higher U.S. tight oil production.\textsuperscript{42} The prices necessary to drive out competitors from the market were below what Russia and Saudi Arabia’s budgets could sustain.
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By February 2016, it had become clear that letting the market “sort itself out” was not working and threatened the stability of investment planning. Moscow agreed it would freeze production at January 2016 levels in conjunction with Saudi Arabia if others signed onto a production cut.43

Russia needed to insulate its budget, and companies needed to preserve production at older fields. Slowly, a consensus formed that tax exemptions or rate cuts for older, Soviet-era fields would become policy, though it was not agreed to in 2016.44 More importantly, the 2017-2019 budget was designed to avoid extreme deficits assuming oil prices at $40 per barrel.45 Prices recovered from their nadir below $30 per barrel in January to over $50 by the time the OPEC agreement came together in December 2016.

On September 4, 2016, President Vladimir Putin met with Saudi Crown Prince Mohammad Bin Salman (MbS) on the sidelines of the G-20 summit in Hangzhou, China. According to TASS, MbS told Putin, “We would like to avoid the realization of any negative scenario in the Middle East,”46 adding that Russian-Saudi ties had a “privileged” character. Production cuts hove into view. The general parameters of the agreement took form by September’s end.47

November 28 was chosen as a date to hold a conference in Vienna to ratify a production cut between OPEC and non-OPEC producers. But the Saudis reportedly delayed any deal as diplomatic overtures between Russia and Iran took off to determine the shape of the cuts.48 After tough last moment negotiations, an agreement was signed on December 10 to collectively cut 1.8 million barrels per day of production, 1.2 million from OPEC producers.

Reuters reported that Putin played a decisive role in finalizing the deal.\textsuperscript{49} The next day, Russia passed its 2017-2019 budget. Despite its salience, Putin left it to Energy Minister Alexander Novak to handle press statements. Saudi Arabia let others feed quotes to the press about the significance of the cuts.\textsuperscript{50} But both had clearly exerted significant political effort to come to an agreement and save their respective budgets.


By and large, the cuts worked to reduce oil inventories around the world, driving demand above supply by the second half of 2017. Prices accordingly recovered to a $70-80 band by the June OPEC meeting.

Both reported figures and projections before the June 2018 OPEC summit in Vienna showed that crude oil supplies would remain in deficit through 2018. Market rebalancing still left room for differing views on the outlook for oil demand growth. The IEA has been more bearish than OPEC. Tighter emission standards for marine fuels are expected to increase oil demand by as much as 400,000 barrels per day (bpd) per OPEC estimates.

But oil giant BP is warning that the U.S.-China trade war could create an oil demand shock, and other major international oil firms and investment banks have expressed concerns as well. Political factors outside of OPEC and Russia’s control are feeding uncertainty over oil prices.
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To some extent, the OPEC+ agreement got lucky after December 2016. Even marginal shifts in production can have an outsized impact on prices because demand for oil is inelastic in the short term. People will need to use it no matter the price. Political developments in other oil-producing states took a large number of barrels off the market, easing the difficulty of coordinating cuts.

In June 2015, Venezuela’s production stood at roughly 2.4 million bpd. It fell to about 1.5 million bpd by June 2018 and have continued falling.55 Beijing recently loaned $250 million to Caracas, with plans to loan $5 billion total to prevent further production collapses.

There is little reason to believe the country’s oil sector can recover as the country’s economic crisis has encouraged mass emigration and scared off international firms.57 The U.S. is reportedly considering sanctioning imports of Venezuelan crude as well as exports of certain refined fuels, another blow in waiting.58 The Nicolás Maduro regime’s mismanagement of the economy has collectively taken off hundreds of thousands of barrels of oil off the market per day.

Libya’s production declined as a result of escalating fighting around vital ports. Production declined over 500,000 bpd after February 2018 due to port closures.59 However, it has since recovered to over 1 million bpd, its highest point since July 2013.60 Fluctuations in Libya’s production speaks to the risks posed by the country’s ongoing civil war.

On May 8, 2018, the United States withdrew from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), which had lifted sanctions on Iran’s oil and gas sector.61 Washington went so far


as to threaten to sanction states that had not cut Iranian oil imports to zero by November 4 in late June. In the last month, Iran has resorted to using “ghost” tankers to hide export shipments, commodities giant Vitol has said it would cease trading Iranian oil once sanctions hit, and importing companies face a great deal of uncertainty as to their exposure.

South Korea has not imported any Iranian oil in three months, and Japan has halted Iranian imports as well. But China and India, the world’s biggest growth markets for oil demand, have showed no interest in stopping imports. The cloud of risk around Iran’s energy sector and pressure on Iranian exports threatens to take a further 500,000 to 1 million bpd off the market, possibly more in worst-case scenarios. Ultimately, the aggressiveness of U.S. policy on Iran in Syria is likely to be the best leading indicator. The U.S. is formally turning Syria into a proxy conflict given recent statements from National Security Advisor John Bolton suggesting a permanent U.S. presence there until Iran withdraws its presence.

Post-OPEC+ Agreement

Against the backdrop of these political pressures on production, an OPEC+ agreement—led by Riyadh and Moscow—was reached on June 22, 2018 to increase production by 1 million bpd. At the September 2018 OPEC+ meeting in Algiers, no further increase was agreed to so as to let markets adjust on their own. But reports surfaced in early October that Russia and Saudi Arabia had secretly agreed to increase production. Mutual increases have thus far been offset by further declines elsewhere, including Venezuela, Angola, and Mexico.

An uncertain market environment for oil prices has left many wondering whether Russian-Saudi political statements of intent to cooperate are significant. OPEC General Secretary Mohammed Barkindo has called for the OPEC+ to remain in effect, staking the cartel’s legitimacy on continued cooperation. Russia and Saudi Arabia ultimately dictate the effectiveness of coordinating production. But both states are ultimately driven by economic circumstance. When prices are low enough to affect both states’ economic and political ability to incur large revenue losses, cooperation comes easy. When they prices rise, it’s a different story.


It is necessary to understand the different structures and interests of Russia and Saudi Arabia’s respective oil sectors to make sense of the depth of political cooperation alongside the economic and political pressures outlined earlier.

Saudi Arabia’s oil sector is dominated by one state-owned monopoly—Saudi Aramco—traditionally run via the Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources. In 2015, the ministry was reportedly “separated” from Saudi Aramco, with MbS becoming head of the Supreme Council of the Saudi Aramco Oil Company (SCSA).73 Then-CEO Khalid al-Falih—the primary intermediary for OPEC summits and oil politicking with Russia—was moved from his post to the SCSA as chairman of Saudi Aramco. He was also named Energy Minister in 2016.74 Thus, the decision-making structure for the sector is highly centralized and vertical in nature, with MbS playing an outsized role. Aramco’s corporate interests are, by extension, very closely aligned to those of the Saudi state.

The Russian oil sector is split between multiple firms, some private and some state-owned, that then deal with the Ministry of Energy, the Ministry of Natural Resources, and the Ministry of Finance. Russia’s three leading oil firms are Rosneft, Lukoil, and Gazprom Neft. Each have differing strategies and interests and frequently clash domestically over policy as well as the ownership, acquisition, and construction of assets. Rosneft is majority-owned by the state via its parent company Rosneftegaz as is Gazprom Neft through state-owned parent company Gazprom. Lukoil is privately-owned. These different firms, their CEOs’ respective networks, and the three ministries mentioned all play roles in shaping and effecting policy before it reaches the Kremlin, which then may act as a final arbiter. Political agreements to cut production must account for differing corporate interests and not just disagreements over the best policy course.

Saudi Arabia has an easier time coordinating its political objectives with the corporate strategy and behavior of Saudi Aramco. By extension, it is also more exposed to


changes in political whim, largely due to MbS. Russia’s ability to observe production cuts and coordinate within its own oil sector is affected by having to mediate a broader array of interests, production limitations imposed by sanctions, and a diffusion of power and interests between actors.

Whereas Saudi Aramco was quickly put to work upping production to flood the market in 2014, Russia committed more political capital domestically to manage cooperation. Production cuts were unpopular with the sector due to Saudi production policy. For example, though Rosneft briefly agreed to cut 25,000 barrels per day of production in November 2014, CEO Igor Sechin expressed considerable doubt about the logic of cuts several weeks before the OPEC+ agreement was reached. Though Lukoil CEO Vagit Alekperov had spoken in support of stabilizing markets, he was predicting the market to return to the $65-90 per barrel range within a few years due to underinvestment in production by January 2015. Cuts were not strictly necessary, though many in the oil sector wanted a more stable market climate with prices high enough to sustain more investment.

As late as September 2018, at the Eastern Economic Forum in Vladivostok, Vladimir Putin himself was touting record oil production figures from 2014 without any reference to cuts or market stabilization. Putin also threw his weight behind raising taxes on oil companies to help with the budget. There were clearly considerable debates ongoing behind closed doors, despite signals early in 2018 that Russia was interested in cooperating with Saudi Arabia. But higher tax rates would only work if prices rose, likely pushing firms to agree. There was, therefore, political impetus from the Kremlin to enforce cooperation within Russia’s oil sector.

The same cannot be said for more recent talk of increasing production. The reality is that mutual oil production increases mean very little for political cooperation. After depressing production to raise prices, firms lost a share of the market to other producers, frequently the U.S. Therefore, any agreement to raise production—already dubious since Russia’s political control over any individual firm is largely predicated on a scenario where prices have fallen too far—does not signal much politically. It is in the interest of everyone involved, and encourages oil firms to avoid political cooperation so as to secure new gains on markets.


Although the roots of cooperation on oil production were largely economic, they cannot be entirely separated from Russia and Saudi Arabia’s foreign policy interests in the Middle East. But a brief overview shows that far from forming the basis of deep, structural cooperation between states, oil cooperation appears to be cordoned off from other issues.

Syria is a prime example of the separation of other foreign policy issues from oil. Saudi Arabia has openly backed rebels fighting President Bashar al-Assad and called for Assad’s removal via military force if he refused to step down in October 2015. Precisely at that moment, Russia was committing itself militarily to a conflict in which it had long-term security interests in opposition to Saudi Arabia. The two states have never reconciled their disparate stances on Syria. Though tempting to link the timing of the fall of Aleppo in December 2016 with the OPEC+ agreement, there is little evidence that Saudi Arabia was delaying the implementation of a cut due to conditions in Syria. Saudi Arabia only approached Russia over cooperation very early in the year when prices plunged below $30 per barrel.

Some saw hints of Russian-Saudi cooperation in Yemen when, in October 2017, King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud visited Moscow. But Russia vetoed a UN Security Council resolution condemning Iran for violating the Yemeni arms embargo and sending weapons to Houthi rebels in February 2018. The resolution was specifically aimed at implicating the Houthis in a missile strike aimed at Riyadh. Moscow has not sacrificed its relationship with Iran, surely a sore point for Saudi Arabia politically.

Further to that point, Russia has publicly continued to maintain talks with Iran over coordination in the face of U.S. sanctions. There is little doubt that Riyadh is supportive of Moscow’s overtures. The U.S. has expressed concern that Russia would undermine the sanctions regime, likely echoing Saudi Arabia’s

Russia has also maintained its ties to Qatar, even selling 18.93% of Rosneft’s shares to the Qatar Investment Authority after a deal with a Chinese firm fell apart. With Saudi Arabia’s prolonged standoff with Qatar in view, it is evident that Russia has not aligned its regional foreign policy in a manner that suggests broader political alignment.

The uncomfortable reality for D.C. policymakers is that little can, or should, be done about Russian-Saudi oil cooperation. The growth of U.S. shale production has introduced a new degree of volatility to oil markets. For now, capacity constraints for export infrastructure limit how much the U.S. can export, but more pipelines are being built. Shale producers’ success lowering production costs has significantly limited the ability of traditional low-cost producers like Saudi Arabia to drive them out of the market, and Washington retains considerable sway over markets by deploying sanctions.

This combination of shale production, sanctions power, and price swings creates an increasingly volatile cycle whereby Russia and Saudi Arabia will vacillate between coordination and competition in concert with oil market instability. OPEC+ production cuts also would likely not have been nearly as successful without the combination of


production declines in Iran, Venezuela, and initially Libya at the same time. Even if it were real, cooperation would likely have limited effects given how much of the market neither country can control.

Russian firms face a large degree of uncertainty as production comes under pressure going into the early 2020s due to sanctions and a volatile investment climate. Energy Minister Alexander Novak recently warned that Russia may just be three years from reaching peak production. Saudi Arabia, however, does not share these challenges.

There are also growing reasons to see a broad economic slowdown on the horizon, triggered by an escalating U.S.-China trade war and other macroeconomic factors across emerging markets, the U.S., and Europe. In short, the demand outlook is as uncertain as the supply outlook. There is relatively little to fear in Washington regarding any long-term “oil alliance” between Russia and Saudi Arabia.

U.S. policy cannot be nearly as coordinated or fast-acting as Russia or Saudi Arabia because small to mid-size private firms dominate shale production. They cannot adjust quickly. For that reason, it is likely better to assess the costs of Russian-Saudi partnership for Russia in particular. Assuming a three-to-six-year time horizon for oil production to peak in Russia, a volatile investment climate is considerably riskier for Russian firms given production costs, lack of access to shale technology, and lack of technology for offshore Arctic reserves. Price swings will limit the availability of domestic financing or investment from states not observing U.S. and EU sanctions.

Instead of politicizing its production, the

U.S. would be better served reassessing its regional priorities. After all, attempts to call for production increases in Saudi Arabia90 are likely to achieve little. Import security and price stability are no longer logical policy foci.

Washington has a considerable advantage over Moscow in the near to medium term in that Russian firms will have to lobby the Kremlin to maintain an active regional policy so they can secure reserves before oilfields begin to deplete in Russia proper. If they fail to do so, Russia’s dominant role as an exporter will suffer. Russia, therefore, has more to lose in the Middle East than the U.S. But the fundamentals driving Russian-Saudi cooperation will remain largely competitive, with market extremes forcing the two to cooperate when appropriate despite attempts to insulate budgets from the effects of price drops.  
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